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Abstract. Low temperature expansions for the Gibbs states of weakly interacting transverse Ising-like models are developed, by conditioning the states on a
sub-algebra of observables. The conditioned states have effective classical
Hamiltonians which are estimated by the solution to a simple implicit
equation. Provided the interaction is sufficiently weak but fixed independent of
temperature, and the temperature is sufficiently low, exponential clustering of
the correlation functions holds.
1. Introduction
Let HΛ(ε) be the transverse Ising Hamiltonian associated with a finite volume
HΛ(s)= ~ Σ σ X ( 0 - ε Σ VΛ(A)σ*(A).
z

z

x

(1.1)

z

Here, σ (A) = (X) σ (i) and σ (i) and σ (i) are the Pauli spin matrices acting at the
ieA

site i

ί) °H .9taken in a basis so the first term of the Hamiltonian is a spin-flip term, the second a
classical Ising term. To simplify the analysis, we assume that HΛ(ε) is translation
invariant, i.e. that A is rectangular and that periodic boundary conditions are
imposed. Finally, we assume that the coefficients VΛ(A), which are real, are equal to
zero for the cardinality of A, \A\, exceeding some constant C, independent of A.
The purpose of this article is to show if ε is fixed and sufficiently small, then the
Gibbs state corresponding to HΛ(z\
βHM
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exhibits clustering of correlation functions in the thermodynamic limit, at
sufficiently low temperature in particular, the truncated correlation functions

l i m ( φ M ί + x)>Jifli8

(1.4)

V

Λ"\Έ

decay exponentially fast as x->oo, for β=T~1 >βo{ή.
The physical intuition for this result is simply that quantum fluctuations
caused by the spin-flip terms of the Hamiltonian overwhelm any tendency of the
Ising terms to correlate the spins at remote sites. The result can be regarded as a
partial converse to that of Ginibre [1] who, for example, shows that if the Ising
term is nearest neighbor ferromagnetic, then long range order obtains at low
temperature, provided ε is sufficiently large. (Ginibre's estimates actually require
that ε—»oo for T—>0 for long range order; this restriction has been removed by
Kirkwood [2] who shows long range order for T>T0 and ε > ε 0 , with ε 0
independent of To, by a reflection positivity argument.)
The strategy for proof is a familiar one we render the quantum Gibbs state
< >yl into a classical Ising model state in one higher dimension, the extra
dimension corresponding to the "time" t,O^tSβ
However, we do not employ the
Trotter product formula. Rather, we condition at a set of times
0,τ o ,2τ o , ...,(JV— l)τ 0 with τo = β/N, N an appropriately chosen integer. Define
hΛ(σι,σ2, τ,ε) by the transfer matrix expression
e x p ( - i Λ > 1 , σ 2 , τ , ε ) ) = <(7 1 |exp-τH i l (e)|σ 2 >.

(1.5)

Here, σ 1 , σ 2 e {— 1,1}A are classical Ising configurations as ortho-normal basis for
the Hubert space (X) (C2 with the usual inner product, we take the set of vectors
A

|σ) = (X) |σ(f)> with |σ(0) an eigenstate at site i which is spin up or down with
ίeΛ

respect to σz(ί) according to whether σ(i) is + 1 or — 1. With this notation, we have
that if X(0,σ), X(τo,σ\...,X((N—l)τθ9σ)
are multiplication operators at times
0,τ 0 , ...,(iV-l)τ 0 , then

Σ
)

(1.6)

i= 1

where %Λ(ε) is the partition function and σ° = σN, i.e. the expectation can be written
as a classical Ising expression. Provided that hΛ is small in the appropriate sense
one can then apply high temperature Ising expansion methods [3-7] to establish
the clustering property.
How do we make hΛ(σ1,σ2,τ0,ε)
appropriately small? Clearly if τ 0 is very
small, σ 1 and σ 2 are highly correlated so that hΛ cannot be small. On the other
1
2
hand our estimate for /z yl (σ ,σ ,τ 0 ,ε), which we obtain as the solution to a
differential equation, breaks down for large τ 0 . The idea, then, is to choose τ 0 to be
1
2
an intermediate time so that the correlations between σ and σ can relax but the
effects of the perturbation, terms of O(ε), have not had sufficient time to grow too
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large. That such a choice for τ 0 (and ε) can be made is the main content of this
article.
We note that the estimate for hΛ (actually its local density) is in terms of a
function which is defined implicitly and which has been analyzed in detail by
Hagedorn and Rafelski [8]. This estimating function also arises in an expansion
for the ground state of HΛ(ε) [9] in fact, the analysis presented here is to be
regarded as a time-dependent version of the ground state case.
The (classical) high temperature Ising expansions referred to above provide
bounds on the decay of the correlation functions Eq. (1.4) which are uniform in N
[recall N is the number of factors contained in Eq. (1.6)]. For this reason, we
obtain exponential clustering of correlations for a sequence of temperatures
defined by β = Nτ0, N= 1,2,.... Since, for a given ε suitably small, τ 0 can range
over an interval, it follows that clustering holds at all sufficiently low temperatures.
We conclude with miscellaneous remarks. First, although it appears that one
can only compute expectations of observables at the times 0,τ 0 ,2τ 0 , ...,(JV— l)τ 0 ,
this is actually not the case. By adding a (possibly time-dependent) perturbation
λWto the Hamiltonian HΛ and then differentiating an expectation with respect to
λ, one could in principle compute, for example, a Duhamel correlation function.
The second remark is that the method is applicable to other spin models, e.g. a
discrete rotator model with σ(z) = (cos(2πm/w),sin(2πm/w)), m = 0,1, ...,n— 1 and
with the spin-flip term of the Hamiltonian Eq. (1.1) replaced by a sum of discrete
Laplacians on the unit circle. For the case σ(i)= ± 1, it is of interest to replace the
spin-flip terms of Eq. (1.1) by terms of the form σx(i)σx(j) for example. The resulting
Hamiltonian is, up to a constant factor, unitarily equivalent (dual) to a
Hamiltonian of the form Eq. (1.1) with quadratic Ising terms [9]. An expansion for
this modified model analogous to the expansion described here would provide a
proof (alternative to that of [1,2]) of long range order at low temperature for the
ferromagnetic quadratic Ising term model Eq. (1.1), at large ε. This work will be
described elsewhere. For a general proof of long range order in quantum Ising
systems relying on reflection positivity (see [10]).
Finally, we remark that other more heuristic results concerning the critical
behavior and critical indices for transverse Ising models can be found in the work
of Elliott et al., for example, [11]. The one-dimensional nearest neighbor
transverse Ising model can be solved explicitly at zero temperature (see [12]).
2. Weak Interaction Expansion
We introduce the following notation:

1) Let/eCί-UJ^xl-Ul^
/ ( * » = Σ f(A,B)σ'(A)σ(B),

(2.1)

A,BcΛ

where σ\ σe{ — 1,1}Λ and C(X) is the space of continuous functions on X and
σ(Λ) = Y[ σ(ί). Then we define the cardinality off to be C(f) = sup |J3|, the range
ίeA

A,BcΛ

Λ

off to be

f(A B)

> *°

r(/)=

sup sup|ϊ-;|,

A, Be A
f(AtB)Φ0

ί, jeB
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and the super range of / to be
R(J)=

sup

sup \i-j\9

A,BcΛ
f(A,B)±0

i,jeAuB

where \i-j\= Σ \ik-jk\. In particular, if feC({~ 1,1}Λ) and/(σ)= Σ /(^)σ(^),
k=l

AcA

then we define the cardinality of/ to be C(/)= sup |,4| and the range of/ to be
f(A) Φ 0

r(/) = sup sup |f —j |, and the super range of/ R(f), to be r(/).
LΛ

ijA

2) Let / be given by Eq. (2.1). Define

/»)=

Σ M^KUMB).

A, Be A
\B\=m

(2.2)

We call each term of/ m (σ', σ) an m-term of f(σ\ σ). Define the norm || || 0 by

11/11 o= Σ \f(AB)\.

(2.3)

A, Be A

It is obvious that

3) Let hΛ(σ',σ,t,ε) be defined in Eq. (1.5). By a Perron-Frobenius argument,
<σ>~ ί H ^ ( ε V>>0 for all ί > 0 , so hΛ is well-defined. Define
hΛ(i, <r\ G, t, ε) = %hΛ(σ', σ, ί, ε) - hΛ(σ\ σi91, έj),

(2.4)

where σi(j)=σ(j) iϊjή=i and σf(z)= — cr(O
4) Define an operator K on C({ -1,1}^ x {-1,1}^) by
Kf(σ\σ)=

/

/

Σ |B|/((j ,B)σ(B)+/(ί7 ,0),

(2.5)

for /(σ', σ) = Σ 7(σ'»B)σ(B), (0 is the empty set). Then we have
BcA

' i,σ')),

(2.6)

where /(/, σ\ σ) = X /(σ', 5)σ(5) = |-(/(σ', σ) -/(σ' ; <T;)) and /°(i, σ') =/(σ', 0)/|Λ|.
Remark. Note that /(i, σ', σ) has the following important property (closure
property) [9]. If/(z,σ» and f{j,σ\σ) have terms f{σ\B)σ{B) and /'V,B)σ(J3),
respectively, then f(σ\ B) =f"{σ\ B).

409
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It is easy to see that

= Σ <σ'\e~tHMε)σx(f)\σ)

+ε(σ'\e-tHΛiε)\σ)VΛ(σ),

(2.7)

ieΛ

where

VA(σ)=(σ

ACΛ

ACΛ

For the moment, we omit the subscript A. By Eq. (1.5), Eq. (2.7) can be written as
-^-/z(σ / ,σ,ί,ε)=Xexp/i(i,σ>,ί,ε) + εF(σ).

(2.8a)

ieΛ

Vt

Using identity (2.6), we rewrite Eq. (2.8a) as
-i*~'

I " Σ Wh σ\ σ9t, ε) + h°(i, σ\ t, ε)) = Σ ™Ph(h σ', σ, t, ε) + sV(σ). (2.8b)
vt ieΛ

ieΛ

Letting K act on both sides of Eq. (2.8b), we obtain

- x I" Σ (Mi, °\ °, t,fi)+ h% σ\ t, ε)) = K

, σ;, σ, U

σ))

(2.8c)

Since A is a finite set, h(i, σ', σ, t, ε) and h°(i, σ\ t, ε) are analytic in ε for small ε.
Then we have
h(i,σf9σ9t,ε)=

Σ εnhn(i,σ',σ,t)

and

(2.9)

(2.10)

An easy calculation shows that
exp/ίo(i, σ', σ,ί) = \σ

;

= (cosh It - σ'(ιV(0)/sinh 2ί.

(2.11)

Substituting these expansions for h and h° into Eq. (2.8c) and equating
coefficients of ε", we get
Id
~ o Ί^Σ(Mι*>σ''σ'

0 + h%

σ

'>ι))=

Γ^
\Σ(QXPho(^

κ

σ

Ί

'> σ ? 0)^i(i,σ', σ, ί) + F(σ) ,
(2.12a)

and

- \Σ ^ (

*', σ, ί) +fc?(i,σ', ί)) = K [Σ (exp Λ0(i, σ', σ, ί)) (ΛΛ(i, σ', σ, ί)
^ / ί ^ i , σ', σ, ί),..., fcw_ x (i, σ', σ, ί)))|,

(2.12b)
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for n^2, where Pn{Xv ...,XΠ_1) is the polynomial defined by
00

£

...,Xn^)).

v

(2.13)

Theorem 2.1. Assume that r(VΛ), C(VΛ), and || FJJ/11 ι are finite and independent of
A. Then for every δ>0, there exist τ > 0 and ε o > 0 such that for all ίe[τ, 2τ] and
|ε|e[0,ε o ];
i) the expansion for h in powers of ε is absolutely convergent moreover
(2.14)

Σ ε"\\hΛn(i,σ',σ,t)\\0<δ
for all ieA and the inequality holds uniformly in A;
ii)
/or all ieAcA'

|| hA{i, σ\ σ, t, ε) - hΛ{i, σ', σ, ί, ε) || 0 = O(εd(ί dΛ)IR)

(2.15)

where d(i,dA) is the distance between i and dA and R = r(VΛ).

iϋ)

Σ

Σ

j6ZV

εlh^(i,σ>,t)||oexp(|i-j|)<^

(2.16)

>\izA
H

=

R

for all ieA, and the series converges uniformly in A.
In fact, the results of our theorem imply exponential decay of the two point
function [5]. Therefore, we have
Corollary. For β^3τ

and |ε|<ε 0 , and some α > 0 ,
z

Σ Kσ (O)σz(φβ^-(σz(O)}βiε(σz(i))β^\expa\i\
and t h e s e r i e s c o n v e r g e s
Eq. (1.3).

uniformly

< oo ,

i n β . H e r e < > j 8 > ε = l i m ( ' } Λ i β , ε defined

(2.17)
by

T

Proof of the Theorem. In outline the proof of the theorem proceeds through several
lemmas. Lemma 2.2 below specifies the initial conditions satisfied by the hn's, ί-»0.
The differential equations satisfied by the hn's are all of the same form [see
Eq. (2.22) below]. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 provide estimates on the cardinality, range
and norm of the solution of Eq. (2.22) given the cardinality, range and norm of the
"source" term. Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 apply these results to the hn's to obtain
estimates for their cardinality, range and norm. Lemma 2.7 then shows that the
series for h(i, σ', σ, t, ε) is bounded term by term by an implicity defined analytic
function.
Lemma 2.2. For all integers m^O and πΞ> 1
σ',σ,ί) = 0.

(2.18)

f->0

Moreover, for m > 0
lim (sinhm20/im(/, σ\ σ, t, ε) = 0.
ί->0

(2.19)
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Proof. We have that

ieΛ

- exp - \ K
L

1

β Λ

σ

σ

f

&nh

σ

f

Σ Σ ( " «(i> '> > ) + % '-> ))
iεyl \« = 1

(2.20)

+ ho(i,σ',σ,t) + h°o(i,σ',ή)\.
This implies that
1

exp

Σ Σ ε'\(U>,
(2.21)

as can be seen by expanding both numerator and denominator in powers of t;
both numerator and denominator are of the form ( + t)p/p! + 0{tp +1), where p is the
minimal number of flips required to convert σ to σ'. Hence, we have, for all n^ 1, σ',
and σ,
ie/l

ί->0.

Λπ(i, σ', σ, ί) + h% σ\

By the closure property, we obtain, for all m^
tiϊ(ί9σ',σ9t)-+O
+O9 9

ί->0.

Since
cosh2ί-σ'(f)σ(0
Equation (2.19) follows.

•

Lemma 2.3. Let he C({ - 1,1}^ x { - 1,1 }A) and k(U σ\ σ, t),fc°(ι,σ', ί) be defined as in
Eq. (2.6). Consider the differential equation with S(σ\σ,t) a source term and
k(i, σ\ σ, t\ k°(i, σ\ t) satisfying the initial conditionsfc(z,σ\ σ, 0) = 0 and k°(i, σ\ 0) = 0
/or all σ' and σ,

- \jt (Σ W»σ''σ'

K f Σ ( e x P ^oft σ ' ' σ> 0 ) ^ , σ', σ, ί) + S(σ\ σ, ί)|.
(2.22)

Then, i) fe(ι, , ,ί)
r(k) = r(S);
ii)

ί/ze same cardinality and range, i.e. C(k) = C(S) and

Proof i) It is obvious that C(S)^C(k)
= m^\Λ\. Then, from Eq. (2.22)

and r(S)^r(/c). Assume that C{S)<C(k)

- \ j Σ ^ ( ί , ^ r ? σ ? 0 = w(coth2ί) Σ K"(U σ', σ, ί).

(2.23)
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Equation (2.23) must hold for each term in the Fourier expansion. By the closure
property, we get
m

m

— k (U σ\ σ, t) + 2m(coth2ί)/c (;, σ\ σ, t) = 0.
ot
m
Multiplying sinh 2ί on both sides of (2.24), we get
m

m

(2.24)

/

— ((sinh 2ί)/c (/,σ ,σ,ί)) = 0.
ot
m

m

m

Then (sinh 2ί)/c (z, σ', σ, t) is constant in t. But since k (i, σ', σ, 0) = 0 by assumption,
m
k (i, σ', σ, t) = 0, which contradicts C(k) = m. Thus C(S) = C(k). By the same method,
we obtain r(S) = r(k).
ii) Suppose C(S) = m ^ l . By part i) of the lemma, C(k) = m. Thus if we only
consider tthe m-terms in Eq. (2.22), we have
Σ VXUσ'> σ^) = m (Y km(U σ\ σ, ί) coth It + Sm(σ\ σ, t)\.

~ \jt

(2.25)

By incorporating the initial conditions, Eq. (2.25) can be written in integral form,
2m *
Σ km(U σ', σ, t) = - - — — J S > ' , σ, t') ύn\im2t'dt'.
j

(2.26)

smn λt o

Expanding both sides of this equation, we have

Σ
i

x

2m

Σ km(A,Bj)σ'(A)σ(B)= - ~—-\sinhm2f
S

Bai,^
|B| = m

l

n

n

l

t

0

£

S%4',#,t')σ!{Ά)σ(B!)dt'.

^',B'
\B'\ = m

(2.27)
Equating coefficients of σ'(A)σ(B) on both sides of Eq. (2.27) and using the closure
property, we get
mkm(A,B9ή=-

.2™

sinh m 2ί o

ίS m (A,B,f)sinh m 2t'dt'.

Hence the diameter of AvB<>R(S) and R(km(i,', ,t))^R(S) for all ieA.
Let n be an integer such that 0 ^ n ^ m - 2 . Suppose R(km~\U , ,ί))^^(S) for
all ίe A Since, by considering (m — (n+ 1))-terms in Eq. (2.22),

we have that

- (sinhm ~"" 1 2t')S m ~n'x ( σ > , ί') \dt
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n

m

n

Since R{k ~ (j, , ,ί))^jR(S) and σ'(j)σ(j)k ~ (j, σ\ σ, t) has the same super range as
m n
m Λ 1
Λ
k ~ (j, , ,ί), R(fe " " (i, , -,t))^R(S). Hence jR(fc (ί, , ,ί)^-K(S) for all
l^n^m.
Therefore R{k{U ' ->' > 0) ^ K(S) D
Lemma 2.4. // C(V) = C and r(V) = R, then
C(hβ, ή) ^ n(C - 1) + 1

and

R{hn(i, ή) S nR.

Proof. Prove by induction. Since R(V) = r(V\ the assertion holds for n = l by
Lemma 2.3. Suppose it is true for m = l,2, ...,n— 1 then by Lemma 2.3 and
Eq. (2.12b),
C(hn{i,t)) = C(]

^sup sup
ί

[Note

that

since

the

Σ»ι = n I

hnι(U <τ\ σ, ί)'s

contain

a

common

factor

C(Pn) S sup X (C(ftΠl) - 1) + 1.1 We also have that
Σm=n

i

J

Thus by Lemma 2.3, we have
R{hn(i,ή)^nR.

D

Lemma 2.5. Consider Eq. (2.22). Suppose S is translation invariant and has
cardinality m ^ l . Suppose that there exist constants qn^0 (n = 0,1,2, ...,m) and
π
ίP
p ^ O swc/ί ίfeαί ||S (ί)ll0 = Mkιi Then, under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3,
(2.28)
and
m
/or some constants q'n^0, n=l,2,...,m.

(2-29)

Moreover

)Σ
P

/n=0

( 2 3 °)

Proo/ Consider all the m-terms in Eq. (2.22) given by Eq. (2.26). By the translation
in variance and the closure property [||fe(z, σ', σ, t)\\0 is translation invariant], we get
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where we used the fact that —
< - for all 0 < ί ' < ί . For 0<n<m, Eq. (2.22)
sinh2ί ~ t
-

mh-2, ( Σ ' ' " W »

\7
si
Thus, again by the translation invariance and the closure property,
t Jn

I\\ un+

yVλii

1(

where we used the fact that (sinh2ί)~ 1 ^(2ί)~ 1 , for £>0. This inequality gives
generally, for 0 < n ^ m,
m

ι

r-n

ΣΣ

qr

ΠΠ p

+

I

„

< l ' n -

(2.31a)

r =n
s =o n-\-s-\-p-\Summing this inequality over n, we obtain

m

r

r —n

Σ«rΣ Π
r=1

m

n=1s=0

m

oo

r=1

«= 1

m

If p > 0 , special consideration of the « = 0 terms gives

(2.31b)

<

Estimating 1 + s by 2 + 5 in the numerator of the products, inequalities (2.31a) and
(2.31b) can be written as

Summing this inequality over n^O, we obtain
wi-\P

Σ «»•
n=0

•
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We now apply these estimates to Eqs. (2.12a) and (2.12b). Since V is independent of ί and has cardinality C, we get, by applying Lemma 2.5 to (2.12a), for
all l ^ m ^ C ,
r

\\h™{Ut)\\0^q j, for some constant

q'm^0,

(2.32)

and
1

W ) l l o ^ Σ qnt^2C\\V\\0\Λ\- t = B1t9

(2.33)

«= l

1

where B 1 = 2 C | | F | | 0 | y l Γ .
For any fixed τ > 0 , we can find a constant A>\
||expfto(z,ί)llo =

such that, by Eq. (2.11)

cosh2ί +
sinh2ί

' 2Ct

(2.34)

for all 0 < f :gτ. This will be used in the proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let n ^ l and 0 < ί ^ τ . Then

where the Bn's are defined recursively by
BH = APn{B1,B2,...,Ba_1),

n^2,

(2.35)

and B1 is defined by Eq. (2.33) while A is given by Ineq. (2.34).
Proof Prove by induction. By Eqs. (2.32) and Eq. (2.33), the result holds for n = ί.
Suppose that the lemma is true for 1,2, ... 5 n— 1, and that there exist constants
qmk^0, ra^l, and 1 ^ / c ^ n - l such that
\\K(i>t)\\o^qmkt\
and

Σ q^Bk,

m^l,

and

l^fc^n-1,

ίSkίn-1.

(2.36)
(2.37)

Then the source term in Eq. (2.12b) satisfies the estimate
\Λ\

A

by Ineq. (2.34), using the facts that PJβ^U > ,Bn_1tn x ) is homogeneous in ί with
degree n, and that Pn is a polynomial with positive coefficients. Letting Fm be the
m-terms in

we have that there exist constants qnm ^ 0 such that
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and that these qnm satisfy

since

by the definition of the norm. By Lemmas 2.3 and

2. II^nHer

2.4, and the definition of Bn, we have
n

2C
n

ύBf.

2C

Π
oo

Lemma 2.7. The Bn's are the coefficients for an analytic function B(ε) = £ £nBn,
n=

1

which is convergent in a neighborhood of the origin.
Proof Define B(ε) implicity by (5(0) = 0)
= O.
(2.39)
The function B(ε) exists and is analytic in a neighborhood of the origin since
OF
— (0,0) + 0 and B(0) = 0. Rearranging Eq. (2.39), we obtain
uB
B(ε) =

A{QxpB(ε)-B(ε))~A-hB1ε.

oo

Expanding B(ε)= ^ ε"B'n, we obtain recursively, [see Eq. (2.13)], B\ =BV and
B'n = APn(B1,...9Bn_1)

= Bn,

n^2.

Q

We now complete the proof of the theorem,
i) Since
cosh2ί — σ\i)σ(ι)
hQ(i9σf9σ9t)
=l
sinh2ί
^ 1 σ'(ι)σ(ϊ)\n
= logcoth2ίV - -lZ_ΛZ
6
f I t' 1 n\cosh2ί/

Hence for each δ > 0, there exists a τ > 0 such that for t ^ τ
||Λo(i,ί)||ogδ/2.
By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, there exists an εx > 0 such that for εrg
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Therefore
n

£ ε \\hn(i,t)\\o<δ/2 + δ/2 = δ.
ii) It is easy to see that if n < —

and A c A', then hΛk(i, σ\ σ, ί) and
JR

hΛ,k(i,σ\σ,t), fc=l,2, ...,w, satisfy the same differential equations and hence are
equal. Thus

|IMUε)-M'.M)llo^

Σ ε"\\hΛk(i,t)-hΛ,k(i,t)\\0
(ι,cA)
R
r—\

d

,^

εnBntn =

I

O(εd{i>dΛ)IR).

(i, dΛ)

iiί) From the statement i) of the theorem, it is easy to see that there is an εx > 0
such that for 0 < ε ^ ε o < ε 1 ?
AizA

and [see Eq. (2.16)]
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